SUMMER VACATION
HOME ASSIGNMENT
CLASS IV
ENGLISH
Topic- Sentence: Definition, Parts of a sentence, Types of a Sentence.
Definition- A sentence is a group of words that expresses a complete sense.
It begins with a capital letter and ends with a punctuation mark- (.) or (?) or (!)
Examples-:
Not a Sentence :
1. Has a dog.
2. My sister's cat.
3. Wants to go to the park.
Note- These are not complete thoughts. They are missing something (subject or predicate).
These are Sentences -:
1. Sheena has a dog.
2. My sister's cat is brown.
3. My brother wants to go to the park.
Note- These are complete thoughts.
Parts of a Sentence- Every complete sentence has two parts: Subject (noun or pronoun) and a
Predicate(verb).
The subject is the who or what the sentence is about.
Eg- We play.
Sheena has a dog.
(Underlined words are subjects.)
The predicate tells what the subject does.
Eg-We play.
Sheena has a dog.
(Underlined words are predicates.)
The four types of Sentence1.
Declarative sentence- makes a statement and ends with a full stop.
Eg- I am a doctor.
They are not playing.
2.
Interrogative sentence-asks a question and ends with a question mark.
Eg - Are you a doctor?
Why are they not playing?

Imperative sentence- gives a command or makes request and ends with an exclamation
mark or a full stop.
Eg- Come here!
Please give me a pen.
3.

Exclamatory Sentence- expresses emotion/ feeling and ends with an exclamation mark.
Eg- Ouch! That hurts.
The cat is cute!
EXERCISE

4.

Read the content of the given topic carefully and do the following exerciseQ1. Rearrange the jumbled words to make sentence. Begin with capital letter and end with an
appropriate punctuation mark.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Q2.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Q3.

fly birds can
is dress this beautiful
is name your what
my me love parents
do you where live
Read each sentence and then, identifies the kind of sentence.
What chapter are we reading?
..............................
Please light the candles on the cake.
..............................
It is holiday today.
................................
Eat your vegetables.
................................
Hurrah! We won the match.
................................
Match the subject with the correct predicate.
Subject
1. The kite
2. My mom
3. A shark
4. The strawberries
5. The birds

Predicate
is very dangerous.
are chirping.
flew high in the sky.
made me grilled cheese.
tasted sweet.

Q4.

Write and learn the definition of a sentence. Name the types of sentence giving one example of
each.

Q5.

Each sentence has a missing section. Write your own subject or predicate to complete the
sentences. Your sentence should make sense when you read it.
1. ......................won the race.
2. The horse ................................. .
3. My mother ......................................... .
4. ......................... are eating fruits.
5. ..................... protect our country.

Q6

Do one page handwriting everyday .

Q7.

Use the given list of words to find the best match to complete each simile.
Note- A simile is a comparison between two things using the words “like” or “as”.
[Snail
baby
diamonds
sugar
horse]
1. She was so tired, she slept like a ____________________.
2. His eyes were shiny like __________________.
3. I'm as hungry as a ______________________.
4. He was so slow, he moved like a ___________________.
5. The girl was sweet like_____________________.

Q8.

Use the given nouns to complete these similes describing your mother.
[ sugar, lamb, owl, puppy, cotton, cuckoo]
1. My mother is as smart as an ......................... .
2. She is as soft as .................... .
3. Her smile is as sweet as ................ .
4. Her voice is like a .................... .
5. She is friendly like a....................
6. She is as gentle as a ..................

Q9.

Write a letter to your friend describing how you celebrated your birthday during lockdown.

Q10.

Read the sentences and circle the correct word.
(Homophones are two or more words that sound the same but have different meanings and
spellings.)
1. The wind...........the leaves. ( blue/ blew)
2. I saw a..............on the flowers. (be/ bee)
3. I will ............ my friend at the bus-stop.(meat/meet)
4. What did you.......... at the store? (buy/bye/by)
5. It would be nice to have .......... in the world.( piece/ peace)

Q11. Find the homophones pair according to the given hints.
1. (a) Something you breathe-_____________
(b)
The person who will be king- _____________
2. (a) A woman who casts spells (magic)-_________
(b)A WH-word for choosing-_____________
3. (a)The opposite of sell-_____________
(b)Farewell-_____________
4. (a) A hard metal material-_____________
(b) Another word for rob-_____________
5. (a) A number-_____________
(b) The past tense of eat-_____________

Witch
Heir
Steel
Bye
Steal
Ate
Air
Buy
Eight
Which

Q12. Give a homophone word for the followinga. Won
b. Son
c. No
d. Week
e. Dear

MATHS
Q.1 Write numbers name:
a.) 1302- ................
b.) 5128- ....................... c.) 1499- ....................... d.) 1606 - ....................
Q.2 Write in increasing order ( ascending order):
a.) 1048,175,4132,1608,148,1598.
b.) 1772,1840,1403,1000,1322,199.
Q.3 Write in decreasing order ( descending order):
a.) 1927,1487,1845,1621,1339,1100. b.) 1425,1908,1076,1805,1145,1618.
Q.4 Learn and write the tables from 2 to 20 .
Q.5 Complete the pattern :
a.) 5500,5600,5700, ......., ......., ........, ......., b.) 2009,2007,2005, ......., ......., ........, .......,
c.) 4101,4102,4103, ......., ......., ........, ........, d.) 9110,9120,9130, ......., ......., ........, ........,
Q.6 Write the place value of underlined digits:
a.) 1243 ______b.) 3148_________ c.) 7639 ________

d.) 4102 _______

Q.7 Fill in the blanks
i.
The place value of 6 in 56,398 is ____________
ii.
The standard numeral of 3,00,000+2000+100+20 is _________
iii.
The expanded form of 1,35,398 is____________
iv.
The difference of the place values of 5 in 25,652 is__________
v.
The greatest 5 digit numbers using the digits 7,9,2,8,0 is_______________
vi.
The predecessor and successor of 1199 is_____________

Q8. Build the number that has: 6 thousands, 0tens, 5ten thousands, 7 ones, 2 hundreds
Q9. Rearrange the numbers in descending order. 86931, 89631, 86139, 86319.
Q10 . Convert.
a) 2.08 cm = ___________ mm
b) 489 cm = ___________ m
c) 45.5 cm = ___________ mm
d) 32.45 cm = ___________ mm
e) 903 cm = ___________ m
f) 31 mm = ___________ cm
g) 47 mm = ___________ cm
h) 11.24 m = ___________ cm
i) 92 cm = ___________ m
j) 42 mm = ___________ cm
Q11. Which kind of measure (liter or milliliter) would you use to measure the following things
(liquids)?
(i) Milk in a glass
(ii) Medicine in a tea-spoon
(iii) Ink in your pen
(iv) Cough syrup in a bottle

SCIENCE
Q.1 Draw neat and well labeled diagrams to show molecular arrangement in three states of matter.
Q.2 Liquids do not have a fixed shape and can flow easily. Why?
Q.3 Suman saw her mother preparing tea. She put water, milk, sugar and tea leaves in the pan and
then poured the tea into cup through a sieve. She observed that the tea leaves were collected on
the sieve but there was no sugar in it. Why?
Q.4 Name two methods used to separate soluble impurities from water.
Q.5 Draw and label the following diagrams
1) Sedimentation and decantation
2) Filtration
Q.6 Give examples of the plants (a) having variegated leaves (b) lacking chlorophyll
Q.7 Write a short note on how plants and animals depend on each other?
Q.8 Plants of different kinds live together in harmony sharing all the resources together. What can
we learn from this quality of theirs?
Q.9 Write short note on (a) Venus fly trap (b) Pitcher plant

Q.10 Unscramble the given words.
1. AMTOSTA _______________
2. LROPHYLCOHL _______________
3. STHESISTOPHOYN _______________
4. CHARTS _______________

SOCIAL SCIENCE
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

How many planets are there in the solar system ?
Name the hottest planet.
Which planet has ring around it?
Name the biggest planet?
Which planet is known as a blue planet?
Draw the solar system.
Why do we need clothes?
What do clothes protect us from?
What are the traditional dresses worn by people of the following state?
1. Uttar Pradesh
2. Rajasthan
3. Kerela
4. Maharashtra
5. Arunachal Pradesh
6. Assam
7. Tamil Nadu
8. Gujarat

10) Word Power Find the meaning of the following words
a) Democracy
b) Diversity
c) Flora and fauna
d) Multilingual
e) Biotechnology

GK
Answer the following questions and learn them.
1.
Who was George Washington?
2.
Which is the longest river in the world?
3.
How many players are there in a cricket team?
4.
Name the largest island in the world?
5.
LBW is related with which sports?
6.
Young one of a cat is called?
7.
Saina Nehwal is associated with which sports?
8.
How many days are there in a Leap year?
9.
Olympic games are held after every_____ years?
10. How many sides are there in a pentagon?
11. A place where bees are kept is called?
12. Which is the biggest sea animal?
13. Who is the founder of Microsoft?
14. Who discovered Penicillin?
15. Who was popularly known as Netaji

LIFE SKILLS
Make a poster on our 'Friendly Forests' depicting all that we get from them.

HINDI

DRAWING
Draw a i) landscape ii) any theme based drawing and color it .

Craft (Best out of waste activity)
Prepare any craft with waste material available at home.

